Double the Content!
Expanded Library of Texts to Engage and Motivate Students
Reading Plus is proud to announce that we have doubled our content
library to more than 2,500 unique selections. We have partnered
with some of the most well-respected names in children’s and young
adult publishing to provide students with engaging texts that reflect
their reading interests.

Content Enhancements

New content has been carefully curated to maintain the highest
standards of quality, integrity, and diversity. Reading Plus’s content
respects and reflects the experiences and cultures of all students,
with special care for students whose backgrounds have historically
been marginalized.

L Expanded curriculum
coverage for STEM & social
studies

L Double the content
L Highest-quality
publishing partners

L Reflecting the experiences
and needs of ALL students

Examples of Publishing Partners

Cherry Lake Publishing provides
students with quality content that
supports their educational needs in the
21st century.

Founded in 1946, Highlights is a monthly
magazine that helps children explore
new topics and encourages them to use
their creativity and imagination.

Science News for Students is an awardwinning online publication run by a
nonprofit committed to making science
more appealing to students.

L Fiction

L Nonfiction

L Fiction

L Nonfiction

L STEM

L Nonfiction

L Elementary
School

L Middle School

L Elementary
School

L Middle School

L Middle School

L High School

The Guardian is a daily newspaper with
an international perspective on news
for American and global audiences.

Cricket Media challenges the minds of
children with age-appropriate texts that
encourage curiosity about the world.

L Nonfiction

L Fiction

L Nonfiction

ABDO is a leader in educational
publishing that provides high-quality
reading and research for children and
young adults.

L Elementary
School

L Middle School

L Fiction

L High School
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L Nonfiction

Rich Content that Motivates Readers
Reading Plus provides an extensive library of engaging
informational and literary selections that support instructional
objectives through student-centered learning.
New content extends across the program’s 19 reading levels,
which range from early-first-grade readability through collegelevel texts, including five levels of content for older students
reading well below grade level.

L Exciting for your students
L Rigorous to meet high standards
L Topics and genres that appeal to
even the most reluctant students

Rigorous Texts and Comprehension Tasks
Reading Plus uses a research-based approach to meet
text complexity recommendations outlined in national and
state standards. Each text includes rigorous questions in a
variety of formats written by the Reading Plus team to test
comprehension skills.
Critical grade-appropriate academic vocabulary is seamlessly
incorporated into every text. Students advancing through the
program encounter a staircase of steadily increasing vocabulary
complexity and sentence length, ensuring that they engage with
texts that are truly appropriate for their reading ability.

Student Choice & Control
Students self-select texts through
eight interest filters that provide
agency over reading material. Within
each category, students will find a
wide variety of texts from global
sources that support the acquisition
of knowledge in curriculum areas
of STEM, social science, American
civics, and literature.
Engaging student-suggested topics
not only reinforce classroom
learning objectives, but also
provide “mirrors and windows” that
allow students to relate to shared
experiences and discover the world
around them.
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